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'Abstract

Structures' for History Textbooks

1 -

Theory and research in reading comprehension have'conarmed.the important

role Of text structure in learning from written materials. -Text stebcturei

that are commonly found-in informatNe, textbooklike.prose 'pre...just
..,

. i N'
c. '., ,.. ... , %

4lki fbeginning,to .be 'icientifLed. In the absence of pri9r,work, orlstiOct4es.forfs

.
. _ .

, .

hislorytexts,, this report proposes _generic structureser.-Traites, that
--.

.

can accommodate 'explanations many'historical events. Suggestions are
.

made for using the fraMes as tools in---evAlaating.historical,explanations

7in textbooks, wrtiiro'g historical explariations,.a:nd teaching hi-storica l

explanations.
.

J

a

,
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Structures for Explanations in History Textbooks

4

a.
The authors'Aqal in a continuing program of research is to identify

.

some of the important.features of informative, content area text that

influence how well the 'text is learned and remembered. We are pattcularly

interested in the practical applications of knowledge about important text.
f.eatur'es: -H6w publishers and authors could improve the quality of informa-.

,o
I '[.

tive text and how teachers could help students both learn fr8m content.,

area texts and learn hoW to learn from content area reading.

In earlier papers (An arson, Armbruster, & Kantor, 1980; Armbruster &

Andei-son, 1981; Armbruster, in press), we discussed text variables which

appear to influence learning from informative text. One of the most

important of these characteristics of text is structure, or prganization:
0

/
In this report we.will 'first briefty'review the rationale for the importance

of text structure in comprehension and,learning. The major purpose of the

report, hoWever, is to propose some generic text structures applicable to

history text. We. also suggest hqw these generic structures might be used..
a

in evaluating history texts, in writing history texts, and in teaching

history.
.

A Ration ale for the Importance of Text Structure

r

Wliitle background ili reading theory is prerequisite Co an under-
_.

.standing of the role of structure in--learning. A widely accepted. theory

. r
.., of readingils schema sheory. According to schema theory, a reader's

..

schema, br,prganized knowledge of the world, prd'vi'des much of-the basis J_

,. .' .._

for comprehending, learning, and remembering information in text: Compre-
,

.hension occurs when the reader activates or constructs, a schema that-

'

5
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explains events and (Objects described in the text. As they first begin to

:read, readers search their memories for a schema tofaccount'for the

information, and, on the basis of the schema, -consti-uct a partial model of

the meaning of the text. The model then provides a framework ,for continuing

,the search through the text. The model is progressively refined-and
"'

constrained as readers gather more information. Reading comprehension thus

(-Involves the progressive focusing and re 1 ement of a complete, plausible,

and coherent Model of/the meaning oL the text.

Schema theory under'scoi-es the importance,of the reader's existing

knOwledgei,n reading comprehension. Indeed, dozens of experiments have

.
verified the role of background knowledge in understanding and re-calling

information from text. What the reader brings to the text; however, is not

the only factor that affects Yearning. Characteristics of the text

itself also affect ing outcomes by influencing the reader's ability

to construct a coherent mo 1 of the'text's meaning.

One.of theliost important of thecharacteristics of text that
.

(see;influences 1.earrfing outcomes is structure ksee,- for example,'Armbruster,
.t'l-

bin Q,

A4
ress; Meyer, , 1979; Shimmerlik, 1973). The exVlanation for the

importance of text structure in terms of,schema theory Ls the following:*

The better structured the 'text and the more apparent the structure to the,

4
eader, the more likely the reader is to be able. to construct a coherent

model of the text's- meaning, to dowehend the text, Knowing that
, ,

structure is important in learning from text is not very useful, however,
.

unles.S one,can define this construct more pre6is

0u1 particular interest is in defining structures for informative

text in the content'areas. Our belief is that much of the content of the

.
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0

disciplines, or subject matter-areas, can .be formulated in a relatively e

small number of generic structures or generalized plots; each with its own.

set of content categorieS or types of informatiOn. These structures.'

reflect -typical patterns of thought or wayi'bf coveptualizing the .content

of the subject matter area. We refer t-othese generic structures of

informative text as frames, and the_content categoriesas slots.

Other, researchers have proposed frames, prilliarily'for the natural

sciences. For example, Dansereau (1980),d2escribes generic cognitive

structures, which he calls knowledge schemata. Knowledge schemata consist

of the set of "categories of information a 'well-informed learner should
,

446
knowabout a 1)-5rticutar topic. An example is, a knowledge schema related to

.

scientific theories, derived by asking a sample of college students what

they, considered to-be the important categories of information relevaht to

understanding a scientific, theory. The major resulting categories were

Description, IFIventor/History, Consequences, Evidence, Other Theories;

and Extra Informatior each haVing its own subcategories. Although

knowledge schemata are meant to describe cognitive rather than text

structures, it is easy to imagine text structured in a similar way.

Working with texts, Lunzer, Davies:and Greene (1930) ha'Ve proposed

several frames for secondary science texts. For example, Lunzer et al.
.

(19804,preipose frames for Str'ucture, Mechanism, Process, and Hypothesis-I
Theory, each with its own set of slots. The Process frame, for instance,
. .

describes or explains transformations or sequential changes over a period
4

of time. The Process frame has. slots for t-he/State.or Form of the

phenomena at different stages; the Properties/Structure of the phenomena;
,

the Stage or Steps or,Time of Change, the Ins_trument or Agent of change,

7
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t-he Action which dauseslransformation, the Location of the change, and

the Transformtidn.
. ,

To date,;we have seen no ' attempts to define frames for the social

.
.sciences. The purpose oPthis.report is to begin to fill this gap .by

, , proposing some frames appropriate for explanations in history texts. The

next section describes the theoretical and empirical bases for our4parti-
.

War choice of history frames.

Theoretical andEmpirical Basis for the Frames.

f "History is viewed broadly as a, body. of information and a process

Vt.

through which we attempt to understand the.human experience (Drewry,

O'Connor, & Frejdel, 1382). What does it clean to "attempt to understand

the/human experience?" According to phijesopher of science Ernst Oagel

(1961), the study of history entails the study .of "the motives and other

psychological matters that constitute the springsof purposive human

behavior as well as with the aims and values whose attainment is the

.'explicit or implicit goal of such behavior" (p. 474). Thus, a broad view

of history is that it is an attempt" to understand the human experience-
.

through psychology. That is, historical events are assumed to be

. .

explainable in terms of goals-and actions taken to'attain those goals.
v.

Therefore, we think that a frame for history would need to be'based on

Xhis psychological foundation.

A psychology -based frame ali'eady exists in the form of the "story

grammaills" proposed by cognitive psychologists (e.g., Mandler & Johnson,

1977; Rumelhart, 1975; Stein & Glenn`, 978; Thorndyke, 1977). Stor'y

grammars define what constitutes a well formed or coherent narrative.

t.
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. While story grammars differ in'detail, they all contain'the same fundamental

eleoents: an accoOnt of the character's actions in terms of the

character's gdals and ,the subgoals needed to satisfy those goals. There-
.

fore, story grammars appear to contain the same basic. elements that

histori.cal explanations,should contain.
'4

From resear using story grammars, we know some of the characteristics

of narratives.that influence the reader's abil-ity to understand and

remember the narrative. First, memory for narratives is sdperior.when

the content is organized accordrng to the stereotypical story grammar

(e,g., Mandler & Johnson, 1977; Kintsch, Mandel; & Kozminsky, 1977;

Mandler, .1978; Stein, 1976; Tho6-14yke, 1977), Altering the structure by

displacing or deletihg story elements'results in.poorer memory fdr the-

stories and lower ratings. of tory comprehensibility (Thorndyke, 1977).

Second, information about the goal and the events ledZing up to the goal

iS".cri.tical to narrative comprehension'- and /or recall (Abbott & BlAk,

Note Kiintsch & Van Dijk, 1978; RuMelhart, 077; Thorndyke, 19.77) For

example, Thorndyke (1977) concluded from his research thit both rated

comprehensibility and'recall.of stories were a function .of the amount of

identifiable plot structure, where plot structure is-defined as "those

elements of a,story which render the sequence of actions coherent and

purposeful:, The theme. or goal, the stated or implied intent and motivation

of actions performed by the characters, and some final resolution of the

initial problem of the story" (Thorndyke, 1977, p. 83).. In the study by

Abbott and Black (Note 1), inforMation about the character's goals, the

/
source of those goals, and the plans to attain those goals formed an

organizational unit in the representation of the text in memory. The"
, .
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,authors &mcluded'that "people are using units based on thintentions of

ClIracters to organize texts" (p. 3).

In sum, story grammars define.a structure that fulfills the requii)re-
,

mentslor an explanation of an historical event. Research using story

grammars reveals characteristics of narrative text that are critical to

learning. Thus, previous work'wi,th story gralmars provided the, basis for

t
our attemp

itodefine frames for explanatons en history that would be'
.10%

likely to aid learning. We turn now to adescription of our frmes for

historical explanation.

.

.Frames for Historl 4 A.

P.
. , .

-While story gramMars appeared tOprovide a good foundation for'fr'ames

r In history, story grammars a-semore complex than.we thought we needed for
.

our practical purposes. Therefore, we formulated'the following abbreviated

version} of a story grmmar fo'r our basic history frame; which we call the .

"Goal frame." The *goal frame is depicted in the-following diagrammatic.

representation, which we call' a "frame map."

GOAL PLAN ---HACTION

J

. The Goal, Plan, Action, and Outcome are the slots of the frame, and

are assumed top constitute the "ma-in ideas" associated with the explanation

of an historical event. The Goal is the desired state sought by the main

character, which We are'clefning as either an individual ora group,of

people acting or. assumed to act as a single entity. The Plan is the

cognitive strategy for attaining the Goal.' While Plans are often difficult

vir
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.. . .

to distingui1h from subgOals, a. Plan dtrettiy precipitates bbe Action:
. s

.. . .

The Action is ovr-I behavior .in response- to the P.lan:. The Outcome is the ,'
op , :

conitimen.Ce'of the Action, which may either satisfy or fail to satisfy
. ,

.
. .

,... 9_1....

the'Goal." , ,..

- , ,

.
.

We assume that an'exPlanation of an historical event consisfs of-a
. l I

a

respOse_to questions associated with each'of the frame slots. F(5).. the

.
doal frame, the text will answer for the reader the following,"frame slot

questiOns-"; .1. What was the 'Goal? 2. What was the Plan for aItAinipg

the Goa ?' 3. What Action was taken rn response to-the Ram?' 4. What.

,

was, the Out4ome (or Outcomes) of the A tidn.witb respect to the Goat?
, -

The following brief excerpt from.ahisory text is one inst$Dtiat4ion

'of the Goal frame.

During the 16.001s, severa English colonies were rounded

altmg°the east coast of:Nor th AMerica.
2
The first permanent

settlement was Jamestown, established si.n 1607 in what is now

Virginia. !The second, Plymouth, was setup in 1620 in whet

is now KaSsachusetts.
4

§These 'settlements were primarily:commercial ventures,

undertaken in thg hope that thesettlers mightraise the

products England had to'import from the East and thus make the

5'mother country more self-sufficient. Commercially the North °

Appericpn colonies .were disappointing; feil of the origThal.---..
investors got their money back, to say nothing of making profits.

Mazour & Peoples, 1968, Pp. 25-926)

The "chara,cter" here i England, or more properly, .the English people.

°

We thinkthe Goal is statedAin Sentence 4: to become more self-sufficient.

An.implicit superordinate Goal for at least a subset of Englishmen is

inferrOle from the lastsentence: "td male profit." Sentence 4 also
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contains the- Plan, signal led, as a cognitive strategy by the phrase "in, the
. .

hope that:" The Plan was: to/havesettlers On North,America) raise the

products, England had .tc import frbm..the 'East. One could argue that this
'

is a subgoal; we'cal 1 it a 'Plan because it bears a direct r*ationshi to .

the Action taken. The' Action js stated in Sentence 1: several Engi i;11

4 colonies were founded along theeast coast ofI.Nocth America?: Sentences 2
4,'"

and 3-are elaborations (examp'l'es) of the Action. The OUtCome is found in
. .

Sentence `the super-Or-dillate Goal, at least, was not satisfied, although
A 01

the text is vague about whether the English people,as a whole became more

. ,

self-:sufficient. ,

t.
.

.' Obviously., the Goal'frame -5 very general.. It isintentional ly so,\*1
.

. !

. A
. .

, .

si,ric0 we wanted e jrame that could be appl led to a wide variety ):)t history
,

.

....,

texts. In fact, \ke, thiok thtt... the Goa) frame can be used foremost inter-
1

w/ . (
e

pretations or phiNo.i5hies of histo
A.

since historical eveh.ts must
\

: . , r
ultimately be, exprained i.n psychological terms, with human' beings as theme

.
- .. .

,.. . , v
. .r /

. .,
. 1.

agents of Change: . -N . '
1

. ...

, 0 N.

.
. . .

Fa

.4P
The slots-of a%Goal frame can be instantiated, bj, author and re'ader,

, .. -
t ,

at any des i red level of detail . For examprl e, cons i,d,er the Goal s lot. , We

believe that tke,re.are a fini.te and relatively gri..iplimenuniber of basic goals
a' %,

-q

at the top otIthe hierarchy. These goals are identified within the varilous
,

. ,

( . J ,traditional,radi t iona 1 disciplines and can best be.identifie4 d by- content - area experts. '..
.. .

..
.. \

Her are.sOme likely candidates for basic goals:
.

,. .. -.
from biology: . obtaining food, water, shelter°

-'from economics: distributing available resources,

4( - making a prof i t

from pol i tidal science: getting and keeping power,

maintaining order .

1 1)

%.

as,

r
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Af lower levels of the-Rierarchy are subgoals which must be fulfilled in

order to satisfy the basic goals. Note that the textbook example contained.

two levets or 'types of goals: to make a profit and to become more.self-

sufficient.
.1

The Plan slot can likewise be instantiated at any level of detail. .The

author may not choose to express thePlan at all, since it usually

easily inferrable from the Action. Or, the author Might include a rather

lengthy discussion of why the particular Plan was selected. For example,

4

the author might compare and contrast actual outcomes of previous imple-

4
mentations of the same Plan with desires outcomes'of the Current Plan. Or,

the author could.compare.and,conti'ast anticipated outcomes of the current

Plan with anticipated outcomes dfalternate Plans.
s.

Next, consider the ActJon and Outcome slots. The Action can be stated

-,sh-a unitary event or broken down intojts constituent, sequence of steps.

A detailed Action'can thus include embedded,Goal frames, since the

character has to engage im 9061-direCted behavior to accomplish each step

in the sequence. Finally, the Outcomeslot can be expanded to include

consequences of he Action unrelated to the goal-seeking behavior of the

character. Such unintended or unanticipated "Other OutcoMes" of ActiOns

are very common in history. One Outcome could also be the initiation of

another goal-directed behAioral sequence:.

In addition to instantiating the frame at any desired level of detail

other variations of the Goal frame are possible. One variation vives.rise

to a new frame, which we call the.Problem/Solution frame.

..
The Problem is an event,a condition, or a series of events or

conditions?esulting in a state that is an obstacle to the attainment of
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the Goal. The Problem prompts a Solution, which takes the form of the Plan;

Actidn, and OutcOme orthe Goal frame. The Outcome of the Solution either

solves or fails to solve the Problem; that is, the Outcome either satisfies

Or fails to'sati,sfy the Goal.

The frame slot questions'associated with the Problem/Solution frathe

are:

1. What was the Goal? ,t,

2. What was the Problem? That is, why did the characterthave

trouble attaining the Goal?

3. What was the Ilan for solving the Problem?

4. What Action was taken in response to the Pla.n?

5. What was the Outcome of the Action with respect to the Goal?'

As an example of text for which this frame is appropriate, consider

typical accounes,of4he "voyages of discovery." Such accounts usually

begin ,with a statement of_ the Goal--the desire of Europeans for goods from

the East, including silks and spices. The accounts go on to explain the

problems of obtaining goods from the East. Here is the version from one

textbook:

The trade routes thenih use presented. several difficulties.

Goods from the Far East (the part of Asia farthest from' Europe)

were transported the first part of the way by ship. Then they

had to be unloaded and repacked on the backs of camels and

donkeys for the overland trip to the Mediterranean Sea. There

they were again reloaded by Italian merchants, who brought them

to -other parts.of Europe. Each part of the joUirney was difficult

and dangerous. The total amount of goods delivered each year was

small. Because of the great risks and the costs of unloading and

reloading, prices were very high. (Schwartz CO'Connor, 1971)
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The-accounts of the voyages of discovery tell thgt the rulers of the

European nations decided to try tofind an all-water route to the Far East

the Plan slot of the Solution. The Action slotconsists of the actual
i4.

I 4

voyages by various exploi-ers. The Outcome slot includes the early

disappointing outcomes of the quest for an all-water route'as well as the

resulting discoveries of the explorers.

The Goal and Problem /,Solution frames described so far are appi-opriate

fOr explaining events perpetrated by a single character or.an aggregate

.

---'
of people acting as a single entity. The frames can be modified to accommo-

a -

date the more typical case involving interactions among twoor more

characters.. (or aggreg ates), each attempting to achieve his/her own goals.

For example, a common Problem is that the Goals and/or Plans of two parties

4 are different or incompatible. Two common SoIutions'to this type of Problem

are compromise and war. The Compromise frame takes the fdrm shown on the

following page.

Both parties start with the same basic Goa). The Problem-is that the

parties' Pl.ans for achieving the Goal are different and apparegtly intom-
,

patible. The Solution is standard - -a compromise.' The Action slot is also

standard--each side gives up, and gets something of what it wants. The"'

Outcome includes the specific result of the compromise--what each party
f

Obtained with respect to their original, Plans and the underlying Goal.

For example, consider "The Great Compromise" involv.ed in the framing
,

.

of the U.S. Constitutio n. The common, Goal of the Founding Fathers w8s to

determine how the states were to be represented in the new Congress: Two

different Plans were proposed for re presentation. The "New Jersey

proposed a System of equal representation for all states. The "Virginia

1G
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Plan" proposed that the number of representatives from each state, should

depend on its population. The "Great'Compromise" combined the main features

ofboth plans. :The.Outcome was a Congress having two houses; in the Senate,

the representation from each state would be the same, while in the House of

Representatives, representatipn would be based on population.

We believe that the. interaction intrinsic to wars can alto be captured,

ina variation of the Problem /Solution frame. While we speculate that the

Problem is one of differences in Goals while the Solution consists of

separate chains of Plans-Actions-Outcomes for the various warring factions,

we fiave not studied the smatter sufficiently to propose a "War frame" in
. .

this report.

In the next section, we discuss how le Goal, arid Problem/Solution frames

might be used in evaluating textbooks, writing textbook and teaching and

learn,ing textbooks.

Evaluating Histarical. &xplanations Using Frames

Tl best way to evaluate students' ability to learn from textbooks, of

cours is to try the textbook out on a sample from the intended audience

of readers. Let'us assume, however, that this option is not available for

some reason, for example, because a textbook adoption committee does not

have the time 'for proper student tryouts of every textbook under considera-

don.

Re91 audience tryouts aside, then, one way,of evaluating text-based
t

historical explanations is to measure the "fit" between the content of'the

text and the frame Slot's. this way, the evaluator can determine

.whethet the text contains content for all of the slots, whether it contains
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content that does not fit.any of the slots, and the relative weighting or

emphasis given to the content in the various. slots. This information can

help authors evaluate the adequacy of explanatory text; if the explanation

seems deficient, the frame analysis can suggest where and How the text
, 4

shouldbe revised. Likewise, the inforation can help teachers evaluate

the adequacy of textbook explanations; if the explanation seems deficient,

the teacher will know where to tell students to focus their attention, where

to supplement the explanation, and/or how to question students to ensure

that they understand the exp+anation.

This section has two objectives: to illustrate the use of the

Problem/Solution frame as an evaluatik tool, using excerpts from three

fifth grade social studies textbooks, and to make a point about the content

of these social studies texts.

A simple, straightforward ap proach to evaluating historical text is
,

to see wheeher and how well the text answers the frame slots questions.- We

recommend a t least, a two stage assessment. On the first pass"through the

text, the evaluator notes whether .the text "answers the frame slot questions.

If the text fails to'answer many, of the questions, the evaluator may.

,decide that ,the text is not a 9.00d explanation and may choose to terminate

the evaluation. If the evaluation is to continue:the evaluator then

assesses subjectively how Well he/she thinks the questions are answered.

In making this judgment of quality, the evaluator nigh consider the

following kinds of questions: c

,r. How appropriate are the responses for the targef audience
,

of this textbook? Do they presume knowledge the readers

are not likely to have? Are they co fete enough answers for

these readers?
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2. How coherent are the responses? Do tie ideas flow easily and

clearly from one to another? Are important connectives,

especially causal and temPOral relationships, explicit?

Are the questions answered in order in the text, or does

the reader have to search:all over the text tojind the

answer?

3. How unified are the responses? Is the text well balanced,

with about the right amount of emphasis giVen fo the responses

, 0

to the various questions? Does the text contain information

that is not very re.levant to the response totany of the

questions?

.

The following three textbook excerpts have. been evaluated using this

procedure. Although in the first two cases we probably would have chosen

to terminate the evaluation after the first pass because so-few of the

questions Were answered, we do offer some comments about the quality and

characteristics of the text:

Excerpt No. 1

May 1869. A golden spike, or large nail, shines in the

sun. A colorful crowd gathers around'it. Work crews.A , cooks,

dishwashers, soldiers, engineers, railroad officials, and

government leaders al17push forward tcf get a cloper look, The

governor of California raises his baiimer and gives a few mighty

swings. He hammers the golden spike' into the ground. It is . ,

the last nail in the f4rst railroad-lo link California with,the

eastern U.S.
. .

.

This scene took place at Promontoryjoint, Utah. *lit marked

the end of a great railroad-building race thathad0begun three'
.

years befOre. At that time, two railroad companies began

0
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laying track. The Central Pacific,Railroed started in Sacra-

mento, California, and worked eastward. The Union Pactfic

started in Omaha, Nebraska, and worked westward. Botii companies

built track as fast as they could. They wanted to see wild

could lay the most track before they could.link up. ,

Both companies had a hard -time. Workers' for the Central

Pacific had'to dig'tunnels through the Sierra (see-ERR-uh).

7--Nevada Mountains, a high mountain range in California. Many

of these workers were -Chinese immigrants who came here tO do

this work. Most of the workers on the Union Pacific were

Irish immigrants or American 'blacks.

Armed with axes, picks, and shovels, all Ehese worker's

leveled thl land, laid'track, and built bridges. In summer,

the men'often fainted from. the terrible heat. In winter, they

had to build sheds over the tracks to keep going in the snow.,

In all kinds of weather the work continued. -

A great era of railroad building was urherway.. Within 50

years, 254,000 mile (about' 409,000 kilometers) of railroad

track crisscrossed the nation.

'9,

Evaluation

Are each of the frame slot questions answered'in the text?'

Questions

a. What was the Gopl?

C. What was ihe Plan for attaining the Goal?

Answered in Text?

No

No

c. What Action was taken in response tothe Plan?
,
Yes

d. What was the Outcomd of theAction with respect
% t

tT .o .the Goal ?
.

No ..
,.

.. ,

, 4 . 4,-.
,

rev 1-1: ' .' .
,c

4 . 21 ,
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How Mel] are the Questions Answer & e. ihe-tet7

, .

. 44, -.,.. . -,,

Sinde onl/ one of the questiOk;was,:assuered rn this text, the text'
.

1 .... tiv .,,

.- ,

fails as an historical explanation. AlmOstrajl of .the-content has to do
, . 0..

1 N :41. .1 .

. with the Action. The entire first paragr4phts-about ,the final event in
414.% ?,

-..---- i. i. 41
.

the Action slot. The second paragraph giveS a:14ummary of the major event
,o'' .%'1"-;)

. .

.
.

in the Action; starling with the fi,nal-tveht", ticen thebeginning event, and

.

then the intervening eveks. The third indcfourth paragraphs go into

greater detail about the intervening event.; Somegof the events are cast

as abbreviated problems/solutions. ( "In wi,mter, they had to build, sheds
-.,..

over the tracks No keep going in the snow."). The fifth paragraph contains

information about what happenedasubsequent.tO the..building crt:e trans-

continental railroad. These events are not necessarily directly related

.r.to the Action-or to the Goal-; they may more properly be clasStried as

"Other Outcomes."

Excerpt No. 2

Many'Americans wanted a rale lroad4hat would connect the East

to the West. In 18627--Ciongress passed,,klaw to-build the first.

transcontinental rail line. The Central Pacific and Union Pacific

railroad companies were formed to,di;.,the.work. F,incithese rail-

road! orthe map oh page 251.. °Vte
,

The Central Pacific's lsine headed-east from Sacramento,

't

- s.

Califon, Workers laid track throggh the Sierra Nevada,'which

,,are high mountains. The workers biii16 treStles and hauled dirt

to make a level roadbed. They 'hunted for pas.ses. through the

mountains. They blasted tunnels through solid-rock:, Once across

the mountains, they. worked in the heat "oe the deserts:

4_ The Union Pacific'S line headed west from Omaha, Nebraska.

ItsworkeTs faced attacks by Indians who knew-that therailroads
, 4

would bring million-s of white people to their, ,lands. The builders

cir)-
e,414.,

A*.
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also had trouble with herds of buffalo tearing up tracks. The

Union Pacific hired'hunters to kill the buffalo. Armed guaids

fought the Indians.

On both linesYthe rail companies -began running trains as

soon as a section of track Was laid. Now settlers could go west

by train.

.0 On'May 10,- 1869, the two lines met at Promontory, Utah. A
t

golden spike was hammered to hold the last rail in place. A

worker described-what happened:

1
When they came to drive the last spike, Governor Stanford,

president of the Central Plocific, took the hammer. -The first

time he struck he missed the spike and hit the

What a howl went up! Irish, Chinese, Mexicans, and every-

body yelled with delight. "He missed it. Yee." The engineers '4

blew the whistles and rang their bells. Then Stanford tried it

again and tapped the spike. The%tap was reported by telegraph

ph all the offices east -and west. It set bells to tapping in

hundreds of towns and cities.

Evaluation

Are each of the fr'ame slot questions answered in the text?

Questions

'a: What was Goi)?

Answered in Text?

Sort of

b. What Was the,Plan for attaining the Goal? No

c. What Action was taken in response, to the Plan?

d. What wds the Outcome of the Action with respect,

- Yes

to the Godl? No

..11.o.
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How Well are the Questions Answered in the Text?

Again; only a few questions are answered in thk text, and thei text

hardly-qualifies, as an explanation. The first sentence sounds like a .goal,

bat what an empty goal!. It does not appear' to be motivated, and the young

reader might be left wondering wh9l Americans wanted a'railroad that would

connect the east to tioe%west. The remainder of the text presents the .

Action in elaborate detail, including_mbedded problems/soLutions about

environmental barriers, Indians, and buffalo.

Excerpt No. 3

This text segment occurs after information on the Pony Express and

the first transcontinental telegraph line.

ti

A railroad across the United States. The people noW began

rotalk of building a railroad across the continent. Something

had to be done-to speed up transportatior;1 to and'from the 'western

states. The water toute around.South America was too long; the

stagecoach was too slow; and the bad*rotds made a long ride very

uncomfortable.

Of course, building a railroad to thevgacific Coastwould

cost milliOns of dollars. NoAe of the railroad companies had
4

such a vast sum of money. Finally, in 1862, during the Civil

War, the national government agreed to help.' The Union Pacific

Railroad was to start near Omaha, Nebraska, and build westward.

The Cebtral Pacific Railroad was to start.at Sacramer*to, California,

and build eastward until the two roads met.

The two railroads faced great difficulties. The Central

Pacific had to obtain its equipment and many building materials

from the eas't. They had to be shipped around South. America or by

railroad across the Isthmus of Panama.
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The workers on the railroads were usually immigrants. The
r

crew coming from the east was largely new Irish immigrants. The

crew struggling to lay the erackpoyer the California mountains

was largely Chinese: There wereas many as 10-,000 'Chinese laying

tracks for the Gentral Pacific. They had begun arriving in
/

America around 1850 and were the first Asians to come to the

United States i large number;.,

By 1869 the railroads were 'n aring each other. Obi May 10,

an impatient crowd gathered at Pl-omontory,
,Utah.

Finally, they

saw one train\clvugging down the track from the east and another

from the west.

A mighty:cheer went up as the two locomotives drew near and

came to a stop. Betweenthem lay the laSt two rails and one.last.

tie. .A prayer was said, and theil the final spikes were driven

into place. One spike was of silver; it was given by Nevada, A.

Another was of iron, silver, and gold; it came from Arizona..

And theglast, from California, was-of gold. \.,

As the final spike was driVen, the engineers -stood on the

cowcatchers of ttfei.titlocomdtives and shook hands. The East and

West had(been united by a' transcontinental railroad! Telegraph

, wires carried the news to all parts of the country. BellAn
every ity rang out and all America rejoiced. Now California

could grow fqster than ever.,

Evaluation

The-Problem/SoJution frame seems to be appropriate for this text.

. Are each of the frame slot questions anNered in the text?

Questions Answered in Text?

a, What was the Goal? Yes

b. WRatwas the Plan for attaining the Goal? Yes
,

c. What-Action was taken in response to,the Plan? Yes

d. What was the Outcome of the Ac ion with respect

to the Goal? No

0
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How Well are the QuestionsAnswered in the Text?.

.

This text does a much better job of answering the questions than the
4

preceding -two texts. The 'second
4

sentence states n goal of.si5eeding up.
..I ° . ,...f.. .

'4,_=-4-

transpOrtation to and from the western- states. (However:, the ,young reader

may still wonder whyspeedi,e trans' oftation was a goal.)

$4.

et'hird

',I
-

.
sentence tells somethinqabout the prOblem--the fact tha.t,existing trans-:

portation was too long, too sky, and too uncomfortable., -(Since the reader

'had not beem informed about why spiaedier transportation'Was'necessary,

'however, it mayi)e.difficult:to'see wiy long, slowOuncomfortable tranS-

polation is lem.1-- The first sentence mentions' the ,Planipf bui)ding

4he ranscont-i-hen tal rail road.
.

e fact that the Plan comes before the
.

Goal may be confifsihgdy disrupt textualcrence. The vast.majority
....

.
-

. . i ,.
. ....

.of the°tex deals with thq Action. The Action contains embedded problems/.
.

Alt. ''' ..

i .4
4

4
4

Zot -

o '40

Money t p arise the railroad and obtaining equipment
... i

. e ...

and building materials), dwell as a torrent of detail on the final
.

- .

. 4 r
/.

incident i 'Promontory, Utah. No statement of the Outc$6 with respect to
.. .

,' , .

the HO' al goal was mentioned. The final sentence about the growth Of

11110.4

4
0

California could probably be considered an "Other Outcome," 9,1though howt , -

. . - t

it'fol ftom the preceding text is pot terribly .obvious, probably

410

(particularly to a fifth grader.

. ) .
. ,

Summary Comments on the Textbook Excerpts

. ,
,

In all ethree texts, the vents'of building the tr continental rail-
.

road aredescribed in exquisite detail. We suspect iat the authors were

trying to create interest by'elaboratin-§ the colorful events of railroad
4

construction. Unfortunately, we 'feel that the'authors have served up
4t.4
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ikplenty,of gravy but little meat. The details are there, but the m ideas
..:

are largely missing.
. p

One can argue that we cannot blame the text fth..not being something
b

it was ;never intended to-be. Our reply is that, in our opinion, the intent

should.have been different. As we argued. in a previous section, we think

students would learn more if the building of the transcontinental railroad

were explained and not simply described. An explanation would clarify the

significance of events by showing how they follow logically from goals and°

motives. For example, we think the following text dbes a better job of

the goals and motives. This type of information' would, in

our. opinion, improve the quality of an explanation_of the building of the

.transcontinental raHrOad.

4

To make a profit from their land, farmers had to send their

crops-to market. To work their land, they needed tools from

city factories. As factories grew to supply the nation's

wants, the factories consumed more and more Taw materials--

iron, wood, and cotton. To keep the' whole process going,

the vast, nation, spread across a continent, needed trans-
,

portation. The nation was already served by its broad
0

rivers, its many canals, and roadways. But there had to be

easjer,.speedier ways. (Boorstifl & Kdlley, 1981, p. 344)

In the'next section we offer some suggestions about how authors and

teachers might use Goal or Problem/Solution frames.
4

Writing Historical Explanations Using Frames

We believe that authors used the Goal°and Problem/Solution frames'

tostructurs"e'lheir writing, explanations in social studies and history* .

textbooks' ould be-improved. The structure of the explanations would be

clean and consistent!, and the facts within each explanation would be cast

4

0'7

Pt
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in a meaningful context. A likely outcome is that students would learn more

from the, text.

We anticipate two objections from authors. First, authors may feel

that they are "overinferring",from facts in order to fit information into

thekframe. For example, because psychological goals and Qiotives tend. to

be left..11mplicit, authors may not be able to determine goals from existing

source documents and thus may have to infer Goals. Our reply is that since

Goals are implicit anyway, it is better. to make them explicit for the

reader4)who may not,have enough knowledge or experience to infer them

accurately. It may be impossible to ensure that the selected Goal or Goals

are the "correct" ones, but having a goal that is consistent with the

actions taken will at least help the author write a coherent explanation.

A second objection we anticipate is that we are offering a "cookbook"

approach that limits creativity. Our reply is that we are suggesting a

structure only:,authors still have ample opportunity for creative expression

within that structure.

We will illustrate the process of frame-aided writing using'the

Problem/Solution frame. We recommend that authors begin by,constructing

a'frame maR of the to-'be- explained content in order to help 'them organize

.41

their ideas prior to writing. In our example, authors would sort their

notes into the slots of a Problem/Solution frame map. Sorting notes into
ti)

frame slot categories will reveal the depth, breadth, and detail of available

information for the explanation. or,

Authors wilj then need to evaluate the adequacy of their frame mapped

notes with respect to characteristics of thA target audience, especially

the characteri-stic of prior knowledge. For example, the author may discover
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(-
from examining'the frame map that the Problem is inadequately conceptualized

considering what the reader is likely to know about the situation. Or the-
.

author may eealize ghat a disproportionate amount of the recorded informa-

tion falls in a particular slot, such as Action. In other words, by working

from a frame map in'this way, authors not only have an organizational scheme

for their notes but also a means of assessing the adequacy of their notes

for the task at hand;
11.

Once an adequate frame map has been constructed, authors can begin the

actual writing. We have found that It is more straightforward to write

from a frame map than from an outline, or notecards.. We offer the following

suggestions for translating a particular frame .map into prose. First

(as confirmedby the research of Paris (1975), Bransford (as cited in'

Bransford, Brown, Ferrara, &!Campione, in'press), and. Pearson; Hansen, &

Gordon (1979), we believe that the content of the slots and the relation-_

ships among the slots should be made quite explicit, especially for younger

readers. Second, we think it is best to match the order of presentatiOn

soleva.pls.in the prose with the actual order of occurrence of the events..

In other words, start with the Goal-, discuss the Problem next, and then

present the Solution. We have seen "successful" and interesting explana-
. -4

tions that started with' the Outcome of the Solution and then gave the

Problem; however, we beliewe that it is usually preferable to start with

the Goal an d the ProbleM-4.n order to establish a meaningful context for

the solution. , Finally, we.recommend that discussion of the Ou,tcome include

an explicit statement of .how the Problem was solved and how the Goal was

' satisfied.
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Once the writing is appletedthe frame.qap can serve as an editing

aid. By comparing.the map-and the text, it is easy to check whether all

necessary content and relationships have been included in the text.

,Teaching and.LearninglHistorical ExplanetionS Using Frames

We
.

believe that,the Goal and Problem/Solution frames calapn,be used

. .

instructionalry in ways. First, teachers could use frames to organize

. their own oral or written presentation of information to students, in much
0

the same way we proposed that authors could use frames. .econa, and we

think even more important, students could be taught to use frames in

learning from text. We think frames could help in learning in several ways.:

1) The frame can provide students with..a purpose for reading (i.e., to

answer frame slot questions-) and a way of predicting at least the general
9

content of upcoming text. 2) Since:the frame slots define the 'Wain

ideas'; of, the text, student& know whereto focUs attention and where to

apply studying techniques such as underlining or notetaking. 3)* Students
7 .

can use the frame slot questions as guidelines for Monitoring and evaluating

their own comprehension and learning. That is, students can test their Pwn

understandi-ng, knowledge, and memory of the, text by seeing whether they can

answer the questions after ""reading the passage; 4) The frame can serve

as a retrieval aid to'help students remember information from the text.,,

5) In thecase of pobrly written text, students can tell whether informa-

tiorT is missing*ol deficient by matching the text content with frame slots.
. .

They can then try to locate the information fl-om other sources .(by asking

questions or reading other materials) they can make inferences about

the missing information. Students could also use the frame to restructure

a

3 0
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an explanation that was structured poorly or 40e the information in the text

to write their own "good" explanations.

A third major way in which the Goal and Problem/Solution frames could

be used instructionally is in evaluating student leArning. Teachers could ,

use the frame slot questions to test students' understanding of "main ideas." _

The questions could be used as they stand as essay or short-answer questions,

or they could be transformed into multiple-choice, true-false, or other

types of test items.

Conclusion

We have been impressed with the poor quality of explanation'we have

seen in children's social studies and history textbooks. We -have cr21.tically'

evaluated textbook prosein other papers (Anderson, Armbruster, & Kantor,

1980; Armbruster & Anderson, 1981; Armbruster, in press). In this

,

report we took a.more ,constructive approach by offering generic .structures

for historical' explanations which we call the Goal and Problem/Solution

frameS. We think that information preSented in these frames will be both

historically and psychologically sound--in other words, good history that can

be relatively easily understood and remembered. We hope that authors as

well as teachers will find the Goal and Problem/Sorution frames to be

useful 'tools.

,
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